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June 24, 1979 will be the 75th anniversary of the Canal Zone Postal Service. As
of this writing the Canal Zone Study Group
is working on a project to obtain cacheted
75th anniversary covers with possibly a
slogan cancel.
September 30, 1979 will be the last day
for the Canal Zone Postal Service as we
know it. Another project is underway to
obtain last day covers from as many post
offices as possible. Further information on
both of these will be in the next Philatelist.
Our Canal Zone Study Group is growing
eilch year. .I know there must be several
that would like to write a short or long
article on Canal Zone stamps, history, or
postal history. It does not have to be too
complicated; just try your hand at writing
an article. There have been some new
. names lately who have contributed articles
for the Philatelist. I wish to thank them
for their contributions.
A few days ago I received a note from
one of two members who are working on
W.W.II censor markings used in the Canal
Zone. Most times it is very hard for one
member to work alone on postal history, so
I would encourage several to join together
in their favorite project. If anyone would
like to assist in any such project and is
looking for another to help, then I suggest
you write to George Campbell, 15 Mary
Lane, Waldwick, N. J. 07463 as he has
volunteered to be a clearing house for putting members in touch with each other for
their favorite projects.

During the first several decades of air mail service, the Canal Zone was a refueling
stop for many of the flights between North and 'South America. It is somewhat amazing
that there was only one crash of a mail-carrying plane during this period among all the
airplanes that landed in the Canal Zone.
A Pan American-Grace Airways Sikorsky
S-43, the Santa Maria, starting from Buenos at the Submarine Base at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday from the Submarine 5-43, and about
Aires enroute to the United States, had last
an hour later the S-46 arrived with another
stopped at Guayaquil, Ecuador. This plane
batch
of watersoaked paper and envelopes.
was a two motored amphibian craft. On
Postal officials, waiting at the Submarine
Monday evening August 2, 1937 the pilot Base for the mail, took them over to the
sent a radio message at 7:28 P.M. that he
would land in a few minutes in the Canal oil plant at Mount Hope, spread them over
the top of a heated oven there, and had
Zone. There were thick low lying clouds them dried out in about two hours. At
and heavy rain in the region at the time.
Nothing more was ever heard from the 11:45 p.m. the S-45 brought more. Some
of the mail recovered was forwarded as
plane.
found by t.~e U.S. Destroyers Babbit and
The next day elm army plane located the Taylor. Among this mail were three diploSanta Maria totally under water about matic dispatches from legations at Buenos
twenty miles west of Cristobal. This is on Aires, Montevideo and Santiago. These
the Atlantic side of Panama. There was no were forwarded immediately to the U.S.
sign of life about the wreckage. Two offi- State Department by airplane in a special
cials of the United States Department of mail pouch so that the water they still
Commerce and a New York banker were contained would not damage other mail in
among the ten passengers and a crew of the plane.
three that were lost.
"Other mail received during Tuesday
night
and Wednesday morning was pressed
United States submarines and destroyers
searched the sea near the site of the crash between large blotter sheets then placed
and found seventy-five pounds of air mail in a baking oven on revolving racks, at
or a total of between 7000 and 8000 pieces. Mount Hope where they remained until
Some of it was found tied in small bundles thoroughly dried. Some of the sheets of
still floating after more than twenty-four correspondence had their tops eaten away
hours in the water. Other letters and en- by fish, and the address being gone were
velopes were found floating alone. Only two sent back to the South American ports
pieces"".of -air mail addressed to the Canal
(Continued on page 13)
Zone were found, one to the Ford Motor
Co., and one for the Hapag Lloyd Agency
REMINDER
of Cristobal. Seven letters addressed to
Panama were rescued.

Mail Sale No.8

Last Day of Postal Service
The last day for the operation of the
Canal Zone Postal Service will be Sept. 30,
1979. Beginning Oct. 1st the general public
will use the stamps of Panama for articles
mailed in the present Canal Zone. The
APO system will continue for members of
the armed forces, but it will use United
States stamps starting Oct. 1st.

An account in an unknown newspaper
states that "postal employees have worked
day and night since the crash in an attempt to decipher addresses, many of which
were made illegible by the soaking sea
water. Those found without envelopes were,
in cases, illegible, the ink having run into
blurred lines.
"The first lot of the recovered mail, consisting of three tied bundles, was received
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This is to remind those of you wishing
to place material in the eighth CZSG
mail sale that the deadline for receipt
of lots is July 16, 1979.
Send via registered mail to:
R. H. Salz
60-27th Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94121
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The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions
There was Very little better grade Canal
Zone material offered at auction during the
winter quarter. In fact I could only find
a dozen items worth reporting to you. The
most expensive stamp sold during this period
was an unused copy of No. 47, Type III,
with tropical og and the perforations close
at the top. It was sold by John Kaufman
for $1700 compared to a catalogue value
of $1300.
The following list giVes the prices realized followed by the catalogue price as
given in the auction catalogue in parentheses. All items are unused and without
serious defects unless mentioned otherwise.
All prices have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.

to all reports, one pane of 100 was overprinted with inverted CANAL ZONE. Since
the variety PANAMA reading down and up
occurs only twice in a pane of 100, there
should be only two examples of No. Ie.
Two copies have been known and recorded
for some years and these have been certified as genuine by experts. This new copy
is a third example. Either our knowledge
of this variety is in error somewhere or this
copy is a fake. The purchaser should send
it to the APS Expert Committee to have
its status determined.

First Ocean to Ocean Air Mail
The first ocean to ocean air mail service
took place on Oct. 18, 1918 in connection
with the fourth Liberty Loan, as was discussed in Vol. 14, p. 25 (1978). This article should have referred to the first ocean
to ocean air mail service and not to the first
ocean to oCean flight. Alan Doyle points
out that the first oCean to ocean flight was
in 1913, but no mail is known to have been
carried.
Doyle sends a quotation from the book
"Life and Times" which states "On April
27, 1913, an aviator from California, Robert
G. Fowler, flew a small single-engine hydroplane from the Bay of Panama to Limon
Bay, the first transcontinental flight, ocean
to ocean in an hour and thirty-five minutes.
Four others had attempted the flight before
but had failed because or the turbulence
of the air. Fowler, who had taken a photographer along for the ride, had banked
in a big, slow circle over Culebra Cut to
get the first aerial views. Far below, at the
bottom of the gaping chasm, men were
looking up and wildly waving to him."

Canal Zone Errors
By Gilbert N. Plass
A spectacular spacing variety occurs on
Scott No. 84 with the spacing CANAL and
ZONE 9 mm instead of the normal 11 mm.
This has been illustrated and discussed in
Vol. 5, p. 3 (1969). Either one or two positions of the 400 subject overprint form had
this spacing error, but no position piece
has ever been reported to establish where
in the form this error occurred. It is thought
that it may have been present in two positions as copies of this error show minor
differences in the shape of the letters and
in minor breaks.
On two panes of 100 of No. 84 the
overpri"nt was shifted down so that the top
horizontal row read CANAL only, Scott
No. 84a, and the rest of the pane reads
ZONE I CANAL, Scott No. 84b. Dick Salz
realized that there would have to be a
difference in the spacing between ZONE
and CANAL if the 9 mm CANAL - ZONE
spacing occurred on the error panes, and
he has found the stamp! The normal spacing between ZONE and CANAL is 9 mm
on Scott No. 84b, but the spacing is
Ill;! mm on the copy shown in Fig. 1.
Obviously the narrow spacing variety was
just below or above this stamp in the pane.
Since the error panes are from the UL and
UR of the sheet of 400, this establish1esthe
fact that the 9 mm CANAL - ZONE spacing is on one of the upper panes.

The 75th Anniversary of the
Canal Zone Postal Service
By Geoffrey Brewster

On June 24, 1979, the Canal Zone Postal
Service celebrates its 75th Anniversary. The
Canal Zone Postal Service was established
on June 24, 1904, and began at least partial
operation the same day. Officialinauguration
of the Service occurred on the following
day, June 25, 1904, and the Service began
full operations that same day.
During those 75 years the Canal Zone
Scott No.1, $210 ($210) J. & H. Stolow; Postal Service has fulfilled its tasks as well
3, used, $160 ($175) Stolow; 3 on cover, as any postal service in the world. At the
gum stains, $240 ($275) Harmers of NY; same time, the Service has been very kind
20, bl. of 4, $85 ($85) John Kaufmann; to collectors by furnishing cooperative ser62a, bl. of 4, $100 ($90) Kaufmann; 81, vice to philatelists and by maintaining a
part og, $140 ($125) Harmers of NY; 84d, most admirable conservative stamp issuing
$75 ($85) Jacques Schiff; 94, $105 ($110) policy.
Harmers of NY; 95, $60 ($50) Harmers of
For this momentous occasion we would
NY; 97b, $280 ($200) Schiff; lOla, $90 all like to see the Canal Zone issue an ap{$200) Schiff; 101a $90 ($85) Schiff; JI7b, propriate commemorative stamp. Surely a
$135 ($125) Kaufmann.
75th anniversary merits such action. But if
A stamp described as Scott No. Ie was this is not to be, perhaps there will be an
sold at auction in April 1979. According official cachet or at least a slogan cancel.
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Fig. 1. Scott No. 84a, wide spacing.
We have discussed the ZONE ZONE
errors several times here. An interesting
cover with the 3¢ ZONE ZONE error,
No. 85a, is shown in Fig. 2. This is the
only reported cover of any denomination
with the ZONE ZONE error. Besides the
fact that any Canal Zone error on cover
has an extra fascination, this one is especially interesting in that it establishes
that these errors were discovered by some
one shortly after the stamps were first
placed on sale on June 27, 1925. Note that
the cover is postmarked in July 1925. Unfortunately the date is not completely
clear and is either July 1 (with a small ink
spot to the right of the figure) or July 17th.
In any case the people at Rogers Stamp Co.
had found the error not more than a few

Fig. 1. First day of certified mail and of 21¢ airmail stamp.

Fig. 2. Scott No. 85a, ZONE ZONE, on cover.
weeks after these overprints were first
placed on sale.
We have not previously illustrated the
15¢ with ZONE only, Scott No. 90b. This
is shown in Fig. 3. This error is obviously
due to a paper fold and only this one example is known. A small part of the C of
CANAL has printed, while most of the E of
ZONE is missing. In spite of the trace of
the letter, C, this error has been accepted
as a ZONE only error.

Fig. 3. Scott No. 90b, ZONE only.
There were four printings of the 20¢
sharp A overprint, Scott No. 92. The first
three printings can easily be identified as
we have discussed in Vol. 5, p. 19 (1969).
There was also a fourth printing of 105,000
copies of this stamp. The overprint of the
fourth printing has a 9 mm spacing, is
clean cut, and printed in jet black. It is
very difficult to separate single stamps
from the third and fourth printings. The
color of the basic stamp used for the
fourth printing is a slightly richer carmine
rose than that used for the third. The only
positive way to identify stamps of the
fourth printing is when a plate number
is attached. Only one plate number, 20033,
was used for the 105 panes of 100 overprinted.
Strangely only one example of this plate
number has been reported and this is shown
in Fig. 4. No plate block of six nor even a
single copy with plate number is reported.
Can any member report another example?

Certified Mail
By George W. Brett
(Reprinted from the Bureau Specialist, Vol.
26, No. 12, p. 354, 1955.)
This service was extended to the Canal
Zone, effective November 1, 1955, and with
the first use of the new dry printing of th~
21¢ air mail on the same day we had a
double feature. The official releases tell the
story and reference can also be made to
the article on the U. S. special 15¢ stamp
by Sol Glass on pages 298-299 of the October 1955 Bureau Specialist. In the U. S.
the non-idemnity registration service, the
30-cent fee, was discontinued effective June
6, 1955, in' Washington, D. C.,~and June 7
for the rest of the country. This left the
Canal Zone in an anomalous position which
Fig. 4. Scott No. 92, Fourth printing.
has now been taken care of.
There were only top and bottom plate
Excerpts from U.S.P.O.D. release No.
numbers on this plate. It is the only ex- 244, October 27, 1955;
ample of flat plate United States overprinted
"The start of certified mail in the Canal
stamps for the Canal Zone where side plate
Zone, a United States possession under innumbers do not exist.
Examples of the fourth printing are very dependent postal authority, will provide rescarce and the stamps shown here are the ciprocity between the United States and its
only reported ones that can be proven other territories and possessions.
"There will be no additional cost inby the plate number to be from this printing. This printing was apparently never volved for senders of certified mail. A letter
issued to Canal Zone post offices, but was may be sent by certmed mail from New
sold only at the Philatelic Agency at Bal- York City, for example, to the Canal Zone
boa Heights from June through October for 15 cents plus postage - the same cost
1932. An announcement of June 9, 1932 that would apply on a certmed letter from
states that a number of old issues will be New York City to Washington, D. C. And
sold at the Philatelic Agency through Octo- a letter from the Canal Zone may be sent
ber 15, 1932 and lists 105,000 20¢ stamps. to New York City for the same 15 cents
Geoffrey Brewster has pointed out the plus postage. This is the cost that would
coincidence between tllis number and the apply for certmed letters sent between
105,000 stamps of tlle fourth printing. Only points within the Canal Zone.
282 20¢ stamps were sold after June 9th
"The Post Office Department has cooperand the 104,718 remainder copies were ated with the Canal Zone Postal Service in
destroyed. If all the copies destroyed were furnishing forms, information, and material
from the fourth printing, as seems likely, that may be of assistance in launching the
only 282 copies were sold of the fourth certmed mail service in the Canal Zone."
printing. If only three panes of 100 were
From the Star & Herald for November 1,
broken up, then at most three plate num- 1955 (newspaper in Panama, R. de P.):
bers were sold (remember that there was
"Certmed mail service, which provides a
only one plate number on a pane), so their
receipt to the sender and a record of descarcity is understandable.
livery at the post office in which the mail
(Continued in next issue)
is addressed will be available throughout
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the Canal Zone Postal Service, effective
Tuesday, November 1, it has been announced ....
"According to a postal circular announcing the new service, only first class mail
and air mail having no value will be accepted as certified mail. This does not exclude articles of non-negotiable character
and other matter which would involve a
cost of duplication if lost or destroyed. The
mail may be sent by air on payment of the
required postage.
"The new service will be supplemental
to the regular registered mail service which
provides idemnity in case of loss and takes
in articles which have a negotiable character and any mail having value.
"Certified mail will be handled in the
ordinary mails and no insurance coverage is
provided. No record is kept at the office at
which it is mailed.
"A fee of 15 cents in addition to postage
will be charged for certified mail. An additional fee of 7 cents will be charged for
return receipts showing to whom and when
delivered and 31 cents for a receipt showing to whom, when, and address where
delivered.
"Certified mail will not be applicable to
official mail matter presently registered free,
since this service does not provide for "free"
certified mail for such matter. Return receipt service can be requested at the time
of mailing only, and special delivery services are avaiiabie on payment of the prescribed fee."
Besides the return receipt provisions mentioned in the quoted material there are
additional tricks that can be done with
certified mail, similar for registered mail.
For example, if you want your return receipts to come back air mail place the necessary stamps on the receipt and mark it
"Return by AirmaiL" Further you can also
pay an additional fee of 20¢ and restrict
delivery by endorsing the envelope: "Deliver to Addressee Only" or "Deliver to Addressee or Order." Thus certified mail gives
us another range of legitimate combinations
of postal fees which can be used to cover
a particular stamp denomination on a first
day cover.
Fig. 1 shows a double first day with
special return receipt. It is both a first day
of certified mail in the Canal Zone and a
first day of the 21¢ air mail in the dry
printing. The 31¢ air mail is wet printed.

Submarine Mail
The first ocean to ocean submarine mail
service was discussed in Vol. 14, p. 27
(1978). These covers were carried to aid
the Fifth Victory Loan. It was stated in
this article that at least 1133 covers were
carried, but that the total number was not
known. Dick Salz reports that exactly 1,855
covers were carried on this service on
May 7, 1919.

Happy Golden Anniversary,
50c Blackburn!
By Geoffrey Brewster
The 504' Blackburn, Scott No. 114, Figure 1, reaches its 50th birthday this year
on July 1, 1979. Since being issued on July
1, 1929, this stamp has been in continuous
use in the Canal Zone. The 504' Blackburn
is probably the world's second oldest stamp
still in normal use - second only to another Canal Zone stamp, the 1¢ Gorgas,
Scott No. 105, which passed its 50th birthday last year.
Mr. C. Aubrey Huston of the Bureau of
Engraving and Prin:ting in Washington, D.C.
designed the stamp from a photograph by
Harris and Ewing that was furnished by the
Canal Zone Postal Service. Edward J. Hein
engraved the portrait and William B. Wells
engraved the frame, lettering, and numerals.

Fig. 1. Scott No. 114.
The 504' Blackburn was printed from fiat
piates of 400 subjects (20 x 20) that were
divided into quarters by horizontal and vertical guide lines ending in arrows. Through
1948 the sheets printed from these plates
were imperforate along the guide lines and
were separated into panes of 100 (10 x 10)
by knives cutting along the guide lines.
Thus these panes have straight edges on
two sides and the stamps with the straight
edges may show the guide lines depending
on the centering of the cut. From 1949 on,
the sheets printed from these plates were
perforated along the guide lines and were
separated into panes of 100 by tearing by
hand along the perforated guide lines. Thus
these panes do not have straight edges and
the stamps on two sides may show the perforated guide lines depending on the centering of the perforations.
The Bureau made eight plates of the
50¢ Blackburn: 118119, 118120, 118121.
118122, 121517, 121518, 121519, and
121520. The initial four plates had the
number in eight places, five rows each way
from the four corners. The plate numbers
on the issued panes of 100 are either at the
top or bottom and at the left or right, depending on the position. The top plate
number of the upper right pane is distinguished by being preceded by an F, but
the F may be partly or wholly trimmed
away. Thus there are five collectable plate
block positions - top left, top right, left,
right, and bottom, and these are traditionally collected in blocks of six. The last four
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plates are identical to the initial four except that there are no side plate numbers,
and thus there are only three collectable
positions - top left, top right, and bottom.
The initial four plates apparently are no
longer in use, and of the last four plates it
appears that plates 121519 and 121520 have
never been sent to press.
The 50¢ Blackburn exists in both the wet
and dry printings. The stamps were printed
by the wet process until 1953, when the
Bureau adopted the dry process. The wet
printing has deeper colors, that is, richer or
more vibrant, whereas the dry printing has
a whiter, thicker, and stiffer paper, with
clearer and sharper - almost proof-like impressions of the design. The gum on the
wet printing is yellowish and crackly, whereas the gum on the dry printing is relatively
white and smooth. Beginning in 1976 the
Bureau used a new dry, or dull, gum on
the dry printing. This dry gum appears invisible, having no shine or gloss. The dry
gum is most advantageous in the humid
tropics of the Canal Zone because it is
moisture resistant and thus helps to prevent
the stamps from sticking together.
The 504' Blackburn exists in many color
variations of lilac. The wet printing is mostly lilac, but there are many shade variations,
most notably rose lilac. These two colors
are quite distinct and were both issued in
the first few years of the stamp's existence.
The dry printing exists in two main colors
also, dark lilac and rose lilac. Interestingly,
the dry printing with the new dry or dull
gum also exists in both the dark lilac and
rose lilac, the rose lilac being the first shade
issued with the new gum.
The dry printing of the 50¢ Blackburn,
and perhaps also the wet printing, exists
with an interesting variety due to the process of manufacture. There are holes in the
selvage next to the part arrow plate layout
markings, one above Pos. 1 DR and one below Pos. 91 LR. These holes are associated
with two plate markings which they were
intended to be centered in - a box of four
lines above Pas. 1 DR and two parallel
vertical lines below Pas. 91 LR. Frequently
the holes are badly off-center in relation to
these markings, and unfortunately the holes
and markings are often partly or completely
trimmed away. The holes exist on both the
shiny and dull gums of the dry printing.
Now that I've discussed the relatively
tedious basics of the stamp, you want me
to get to the exciting part: all those errors
and varieties. Sorry, but there are none!
Despite being printed over a 50-year period,
there are no errors on record of the 50lt
Blackburn, and the only known varieties are
the two printing processes,
the various
shades, the different gums, and the holes.
There is not even one freak or oddity on
record. Thus, it's just a plain old ordinary
stamp. Although it's not a collecting challenge, the 50¢ Blackburn is interesting to
(Continued on page 13)

Fig. 1. Crash cover, August 3, 1937, from A,·gentina.

CanaL Zone Crash Covers(Continued

from page 9)

where they had been mailed. Many were
so ragged they could hardly be flattened
between the blotters. A few pieces of mail
consigned to l\iew York and London banks,
still with bankdrafts attached, were turned
over to the branch banks in Cristobal.
About twenty business letters for the West
India Oil Co., New York, were turned
over to the local agents for examination
and forwarding.
"In some of the envelopes, or stuck
between sheets of correspondence, small
shrimp about one-half inch long, and tiny
perch-shaped jellyfish were found, of a
type believed to inhabit only deep water.
"The local postal officials are sure that
there was an explosion aboard the-plane
as it struck the water, inasmuch as some
of the mail was charred or scorched, and
all of the equipment in which the mail
was sealed in a locked compartment was
missing. The letters are always wrapped
in heavy paper or enclosed in heavy container envelopes, and the packages in turn
are placed in a sealed bag. The smaller
packages of mail are placed in heavy bags
used by the airways, but not one bag was
recovered. All mail that was recovered was
either found loose or tied in bundles without any wrapping whatever. One letter of
a diplomatic nature was badly charred.
Only a terrific explosion could have torn
the mail bags asunder, in their opinion.
"The officials and employees were still
working over the remnants of letters and
envelopes yesterday, trying as far as possible to decipher addresses and forward
them to their addresses. The task is a difficult one due to the flimsy type of air mail
paper and envelopes used. Each piece of
mail recovered now bears the mute, rubber-stamp label: Recovered from Plane
N. C. 15065 August 3, 1937, Cristobal,
Canal Zone.
"The rest of the plane's small cargo has
vanished forever in the depths of the
Caribbean 'Sea."
Two envelopes, both somewhat wrinkled
from immersion in sea water, are shown
here. The cover shown in Fig. 1 was mailed
in Argentina and was registered at Buenos

Fig. 2. Crash cover, August 3, 1937, stamp lost in ocean.

Aires, Argentina on July 29, 1937. After
the crash the cover was forwarded to New
York where it was backstamped on Aug. 9,
1937 with the registered postmark. The
stamp was lost from the second cover
shown in Fig. 2. Not enough of the original
postmark remains to be certain of the
country of origin, although it was probably
Argentina also. In the space where the
stamp was originally affixed is the marking
"Postage stamp / detached / before / receipt / New York, Varick St. Sta." The
glue holding the envelope together was
soaked off so a United States Post Office
Department official seal, Scott No. OXI8,
was applied to the back to help keep the
envelope together.
These crash covers, the only ones from
the Canal Zone, make an interesting addition to any collection. Thanks to Dick SaIz
for supplying a newspaper clipping about
the crash; unfortunately the newspaper is
unknown to us.

50c BLackburn
(Continued

from page 12)

those who collect the basics of a stamp.
Equally as interesting as the stamp is the
man it honors. Senator Joseph Clay Styles
Blackburn was born in Woodford County,
Kentucky on October 1, 1838. He graduated from Center College in Kentucky in
1857 and was admitted to the bar in 1858.
Senator Blackburn practiced law in Chicago,
Illinois until 1860. During the Civil War
he served the South in the army of the
Confederate States of America. After the
war he practiced law in Kentucky. He was
elected to the Kentucky State House of
Representatives in 1871 and to the United
States House of Representatives in 1875,
where he served for ten years. He was a
United States Senator from Kentucky from
1885 to 1897 and again from 1901 to 1907.
President
Roosevelt appointed Senator
Blackburn a member of the Isthmian Canal
Commission on April 1, 1907, and he became Head of the Department of Civil Administration of the Canal Zone. In this capacity he was essentially the Governor of
the Canal Zone, although the position of
Governor technically had been abolished
and General Goethals was Blackburn's su-

perior. Senator Blackburn endeared himself
to all through his kindly personality, renown
as an orator, and ready wit. He resigned
from the Isthmian Canal Commission on
December 4, 1909. This able gentleman of
the old school died at his home in Versailles,
Kentucky on September 12, 1918.
The 50¢ Blackburn is an excellent example of the very conservative stamp issue
policy of the Canal Zone, perhaps the
world's most conservative stamp issuing entity. The Canal Zone is indeed a bright and
shining beacon to the collector overwhelmed
by the seemingly endless flood of costly
stamps that are unnecessary or speculative
that nearly every country issues today. Sadly
this bright light will soon cease, but this
Golden 50¢ Blackburn will shine till the
end!

SOJEX Winners
AI Bew reports that the judges made
awards to four Canal Zone exhibits at the
S0.lEX exhibition in Atlantic City in 1979.
The winners (all CZSG members) were:
#231 Gary G. Flatow, Vemleil award; #494
Robert J. Watt, Vermeil award; #588
Richard F. Larkin, Vermeil award; #682
Joseph A. Korba, Silver award. We will be
glad to publish other awards that members win in exhibitions if they will send
a report to your Editor.

Col. James DeVoss maintains a
close contact with our printer in State
College. He keeps the addressograph
plates up to date with the latest addresses of our members. He also personally mails all copies of the Canal
Zone Philatelist. We wish to express
our appreciation for this work which
he does for us. Please note that all
changes of address and notice of
missing copies should be sent to our
Secretary, Al Bew. All material appearing in the Canal Zone Philatelist
has been written by the Editor, Gilbert N. Plass, unless a by-line indicates otherwise.
All photographic
work is also done by Gilbert N. Plass
unless otherwise indicated.
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Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Hew

29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401
A behind-the-scenes
activity of the Canal Zone Study Group is a continual membership drive. The result is an increase in
income which permits the issuance of various publications such as The Ca1UlI Zone
Philatelist, the bi-ennial CZP Index, handbooks (we do have one on the back-burner,
but only a bit of smoke visable), election
mailing and so forth - without increasing
dues!

This space left
intentionally blank

~le are fortunate in having a lot of help
in recruiting new members and to all we
say thanks. Names of prospects are gleaned
from the new members listed in the American Philatelist, the S.P.A. Journal, and from
lists provided by various dealers in Canal
Zone stamps. To all of these Canal Zone
collectors we send a free copy of the Ca1UlI
Zone Philatelist and a membership application blank.

~lhat are the results of this never-ending
campaign? During the past six months 97
collectors have been contacted and the tally
shows that 19 have joined - a remarkable
20%! If any of our members would like to
help recruit, your secretary has a large supply of membership application blanks which
he \vQuld be r..10St h~ppy ~o pass on to you
- just drop me a line.
As of April 12, 1979 our membership
total (paid up) is 586. Weare
contacting
by letter those 69 who have not paid their
dues and the next report should show a
substantial increase as the strays are gathered !Jack into the fold.

Elections
Election of officers and directors for the
1980-81 term of office will take place this
winter. In accordance with the by-laws of
the CZSG, Article VI, Section 2 the nominating committee is hereby appointed

This space left
intentionally blank

George R. Campbeli, Chairman
15 Mary Lane
Waldwick, N. J. 07463
Michael Demski
Kenneth J. Koob
Once again here is your chance to make
changes in the various offices: President,
Vice-president,
Secretary, Treasurer and
three Directors. Our biennial suggestion for
an infusion of new blood is held out as
usual for your consideration. Those wishing
to help paddle the canoe will please contact the chairman. I wish to thank George
Campbell and his crew for their dedication
to a thankless job - for the fourth time!

This space left
intentionally blank

G. W.

I

This
intentionally
space leftblank

This space left
intentionally blank

STILWELL

Steamship Cancel
Lee Cornell has a cover with the U. S.
2¢ Hawaii overprint with a large circular
cancel reading in capital letters "Vapor. Correa / Cristobal Colon / Campania Transatlantic a / 30 Nov. 28." Can any reader
supply more information about this cancel?

Scott No. U2
Lawson Entwistle has an unused cut
square of Scott No. U2 with a red brown
head instead of the usual black head. The
brown tone of the head is unmistakable.
Can anyone else report a copy of this?
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Canal Zone Towns with
Postal Facilities

1904-1979

By J. W. Brumbaugh
After obtaining a few older Canal Zone
covers, I began to take a real interest in
the history of the area, from Columbus's
discovery in 1502 up to the present time.
It is fascinating reading and I would certainly recommend it to others. Early "VIA
PANAMA" covers are difficult to find, but
the more modern covers (after 1904 when

the U.S. took over) are quite available.
True most covers are from the major towns
(i.e., Balboa, Cristobal, etc.) but there are
many from the smaller ones and even the
DPO's (Dead Post Offices).
In 1961 a list of the post offices and
their opening and closing dates appeared
in the Canal Zone Postal Service publication
Canal Zone Postage Stamps, pages 364 and
365. Aside from this, I knew little as to
why the various PO's were needed, who
they served, or where they were located.
After a search I discovered an excellent map

CANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP
Treasurer's Report for Calendar Year 1978
Cash in Bank, January 1, 1978
Add:

Receipts
Dues Collected
For 1978
For 1979

(See Note 1 below)

Contributions by Contributing
For 1978
For 1979

and Sustaining Members

Profit on Mail Sale No. 7 (See Note 2 below)
Interest on Savings Accounts
Sales of Publications
Advertising in "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
TOTAL

RECEIPTS

TOTAL
Less;

Disbursements
Publication of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Printing

Why did an area only 50 miles long and
10 miles wide need over 50 post offices?
The paragraphs below locate the towns
along the canal (by mile point), show opening and closing dates, and provide a brief
summary of what I learned about each.
Throughout this project of mine, Bob Stevens, Hugh Cassibry, George Stillwell, Gene
Hamlin, and Dick Salz and others I may
have neglected to record, have generously
assisted by reviewing early drafts, providing
additional information, and offering encouragement. The decision as to what was included, or excluded, has been mine. I wish
to thank them all, as without their help it
would have been most incomplete. I would
be grateful if anyone who can provide additional information or correct errors would
contact me by addressing PO Box 8661,
Minneapolis, MN 55408. I hope the brief
paragraphs about each CZ postal facility
(including APO's) will add to your enjoyment and understanding of the Panama Canal -. Crossroads of the World - and its
contribution to world transportation. It has
added to mine!
FPO's have not been included, as they
did not use individualized canceling devices
which included the FPO number, nor did
they include their name during pre- and/or

.

i~~~~~~
~:~e~s;;~l.~~~~
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Postage and Telephone Incurred by Officers
Printing and Mailing Index to "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Expenses of Canal Zone Book Being Published by CZSG
Membership and Publicity
Reprinting of Publications (For Resale)
Donation to APRL Building Fund
Supplies and Miscellaneous
.
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

-!!~use.-_

I am trying to find a suitable means of
reproducing the map as it is too large for
these pages. If you are interested in obtaining a copy at some as yet undetermined
fee, send me a note with a self-addressed
stamped envelope.

TOTAL

Cash in Bank, December

included as part of the Isthmanian Canal
report of 1910. I obtained a copy and
added the names of towns with post offices
which had opened since it had been published.

.

.

ALBROOK FIELD
Dec. 1, 1939 to April 19, 1943
(APO 825) July 1, 1942 to February 27,
1946
Feb. 28, 1946 to Sept 31, 1948

31, 1978

The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Accounts
Reserved for Publication Fund, per Action of the Executive
Committee and the Board of Directors
Unrestricted Amount
TOTAL
.
Cash in Checking Account
TOTAL, as above

$21,000.00
823.29
21,823.29
951.85
$22,775.1-i

ALBROOK AIR FORCE BASE
October 1, 1948 to July
,1976
(Receiving APO 09825) July
, 1976 to
present
The Base was established in 1939 on the
coastal plain north of Ancon, as part of the

NOTES:

1.
2.

Dues collected for 1978 are less than normal. because most of
the members had prepaid their dues during 1977.

3.

PLUS

The following is a summary of the net profit from Mail Sale No.7:
Lots Sold
Less: Payments to Sellers
CZSG Commission at 10%
Less: Expenses

NET

1,000 Canal Zone Covers
$29,323.00
26,390.70
2,932.30

.
.

Printing of Catalogs, Forms, and Envelopes
Postage (Net of Amounts Charged to Buyers)
.
Stationery, Supplies, Telephone, and Safe Deposit Box
TOTAL
PROFIT

$

396.61
465.81
168.59
1,031.01
$ l.9Ol.29

100,000 more available
We want to buy Pitcairn Island
covers that came to Canal Zone
stampless where Canal Zone or
U.s. Stamps are applied for further transmission.

As of December 31, 1978, all bills for 1978 were paid.
WILLIAM

R. KUTTNER,

Treasurer
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air defense system for the Canal. During
WW II, the APO designation replaced the
name. The name was changed from Field
to Air Force Base when the Air Force became a separate military service. During
1977, logistical and support units moved to
Howard AF Base and Ft. Kobbe and was
reduced to AF Station status.
ANCON
June 24, 1904 to December 31, 1956
This U.S. city, in the Zone, is the Pacific
terminus
of the Panama Railroad (the
world's first transcontinental
RR). There
are no hotels in the Canal Zone. The Tivoli
Hotel was located in Ancon and operated
by the Panama Canal Company (for official
guests only). It was demolished in 1971.
Ancon is a residential community adjacent
to Panama City (in the Republic of Panama ). Ancon Hospital is also located here.
On July 1, 1954, the Post Office became a
delivery unit of the Balboa PO and was
closed on December 31, 1956. Mail is now
handled by the Balboa PO. 1970 population - 1151.
ANCON (STATION A)
November
, 1905 to April 30, 1908
This substation of the Ancon Post Office
was in the old French Canal Headquarters
in the "New" Panama City. It was operated
for several years after the United States
purchased the rights from the French company. It was discontinued when the offices
were transferred into other locations in the
Zone. The "New" town of Panama City was
founded in 1673 about lh mile north along
the coast from the "old" town (which had
been founded in 1519). The "old town had
been sacked and burned by the pirate Henry Morgan as it was the Paacmc terminus
of the "stone paved" highway to Cruces on
the Chagres River and across the Isthmus
to Portobelo on the Caribbean.
BALBOA
May 5, 1909 to present (Mile 45)
This modern Pacific coast city is the terminus of the Canal and on man made land.
It is a few blocks from Aneon and Panama
City. Balboa is an expansion of the town
originally called
La Boca.
Balboa was
named for Vasco Nonez de Balboa who first
saw the Pacific from the Darien mountains

STILL LOOKING FOR
Canceled
•
•
•
•
•
•

covers from many locations
Particularly

Frijoles
1\-lonte Lirio
Pedro Miguel (w Camp Chiva return)
Sta B
Cristobal Sta A
APO 841
APO 897

I

Do NOT send item but send Xerox
and indicate selling price or trading
interests.

J. W. BRUMBAUGH
P.O. 8661,

Minneapolis,

MN, 55408

about 100 miles to the east. Due to the
shallow ocean floor, the Canal's dredged
channel extends five miles out into the Bay
of Panama. To the East of it is a narrow
causeway of filled-in land connecting several
islands to the mainland. Since 1970, all
commercial air traffic for the Canal Zone
has used the new airfield, 15 miles east of
Panama City, at Toucumen R P, which is
owned and operated by the Republic. Prior
to this, Air Mail for the whole zone was
handled by the Panama Air Depot (CZ )
adjacent to Albrook AF Base. 1970 population - 2569.

CHAGRES
April 6, 1942 to June 30, 1944
This town was established north of Gatun
to house contract laborers recruited to work
in the Canal Zone during WW II.
July
1, 1941 I to June, 1954 (Mile 43)
COCOLI
This residential town is on the west side
of the canal opposite Diablo Heights, and
two miles from Rodman, a Navy base. It
was also adjacent to the site of the excavations made for a third set of Locks which
were never completed.

(Continued in next issue)
BALBOA HEIGHTS
July 15, 1914 to April 2, 1976
Located on a hill, this is a residential
community and Canal Zone Administrative
area just north of Balboa. The Post Office
is located in the Panama Canal Administration Building which also includes the Governor's office and other civilian administrative offices, plus those of the Panama Canal
Company, which operates the canal. Postal
needs are now handled by the Balboa PO,
except for the delivery of incoming mail to
existing PO boxes.
BAS OBISPO
December 28, 1905 to February 5, 1914
(Mile 31)
This construction town was near one of
the major French excavations on the Atlantic side of the Continental
Divide. The
town site was flooded when the Gamboa
dike was removed to flood the Gaillard Cut.
The United States Marine Corps Camp Elliot was located nearby.
BOHIO
June 25, 1904 to February 14, 1912
(Mile 17)
The Bohio town site is now covered by
Gatun Lake. It was one of the construction
towns for the Panama Railroad along the
Chagres River.
CA~IP PACORA APO 828
July 1, 1942 to February 15, 1946
(Rep de Panama)
During WW II, this U.S. Army
camp for Nazi POW's was located
Panamanian town of Pacora, about
east of Panama City. Mail service
vided thru the Ft. Clayton APO.

interment
near the
25 miles
was pro-

CAMP CHIVA
August 1, 1942 to May 31, 1944
(Pedro Miguel)
This was a WW II construction camp on
Chiva Chiva road, a few miles from the
Pedro Miguel locks when construction of
the 3d set was started. Its post office was
operated as a branch of the Pedro Miguel
Post Office and used its postal marks and
cancels, only the return address indicates
the source.
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Selected "Elusive"
C. Z. Items
C.Z. No. C2· (15¢ on l¢ Green) Fine
by superb og NH cat $65+
Net
Same very fine mint, og NH fine by
superb
Net
Same with side plate No 115181, superb, og NH
Net
No. C5a· (20¢ on 2¢ Car.) dropped
"2" Var. VF mint og NH cat
$30+ Very scarce
Net
No. Cll· (20¢ Violet) with Perf "P"
Initials, fine + postally used, Very
scarce
Net
Same superb, tiny "Balboa Heights"
on nose pmk, beauty
Net
No. C14 ($1.00 Black) with Perf "P"
initials, F-VF, postally used, skillfully reperfed at left, very scarce
Net
Same F-VF, postally used
Net
No. C25a· (31¢ cerise) Horiz. pair,
Imperf vertically, F -VF, mint og
~'!t'_~?me1'
vJ.•.•.:' l~~h.t.
.~•.~_~g~_~:>~~~n~~_
__
~~~.".' gal;:~sual~::
Cr'l::~1::C~
•
beauty. cat $325+
Net
No. COI (5¢ Ty. I Ovpt) "0" over
UN" variety, F-VF og, cancelled
Scarce
Net
Same Var., VF-Superb cancelled Net
No. COl, VF Cent., several thinned
perfs, postally used, very scarce Net
No. COl, Straight edge, Ext fine,
postally used
Net
No. COI, VF to superb, Oval pmk.,
postally used
Net
No. C04, (20¢-Ty I Ovpt) VF, postally used, very scarce
Net
No. C04, Extremely fine, full og
postally used
Net
No. C06, (40¢-Ty I Ovpt), straight
edge, Ext. F, postally used .... Net
No. C06, "0" over "N" Var., F-VF,
cancelled, scarce
Net
No. C06, "0" over "A" Var., VF og,
cancelled, very scarce
Net
No. C07, ($1.00-Ty I Ovpt) straight
edge, VF, postally used
Net
No. C07, "0" over "N" Var., Ex.
nne, cancelled, scarce
Net
No. C07, Block of 4, Fine + to Ex.
fine, postally used, very scarce Net

$ 75

$ 85
$125

$ 45
$ 40
$ 65

$ 35
$ 50

.!"'_

$450
$ 15
$ 25
$ 15
$ 20
$ 28
$ 25
$ 35
$ 20
$ 25
$ 35
$ 20
$ 35
$150

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE C.Z.?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction

or Immediate

Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
MASTER CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS
CZSG

